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IMPACT OF LUNCH TIMING ON NAP QUALITY

Abstract
The human sleep-wake cycle follows a regular circadian rhythm, which is controlled by an
internal biological clock (the suprachiasmatic nucleus), as well as external cues that aid in
maintaining the system’s precise rhythmicity. Previous research on one of these external cues,
meal timing, has yielded inconclusive results as to whether eating shortly before sleep onset
negatively impacts sleep quality. To date, few studies have examined the effect of meal timing
on the quality of daytime naps. Here, we used polysomnographic methods (EEG, EOG, EMG)
and subjective self-reports of sleep quality and fatigue to examine whether the timing of lunch (1
vs. 2 hour interval between lunch and napping) impacts nap quality. Results revealed that
subjective ratings and objective polysomnographic measures (total sleep time, sleep efficiency,
sleep onset latency) of sleep quality were higher in the 2-hour condition relative to the 1-hour
interval. Together, these findings suggest that a longer time interval between food intake and a
subsequent nap can improve sleep quality, leading to more restorative sleep. Future research
should continue to identify conditions that improve nap quality, thus maximizing the welldocumented beneficial effects of sleep on human health and cognitive functioning.
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Chapter 1 Introduction: The Impact of Lunch Timing on Nap Quality
The human sleep schedule is regulated by an internal clock referred to as the
central circadian rhythm. This clock regulates physiological and biochemical changes, which
allows for the occurrence of regular, cyclic periods of elevated alertness and activity, followed
by periods of decreased awareness and sleep (Waterhouse et al., 1997). In order to keep the clock
running on a precise 24-h rhythm, the body relies on zeitgebers: external cues that aid in the
ability of the circadian clock to maintain a regular schedule (Waterhouse et al., 1997). While the
primary zeitgeber for the circadian rhythm is the light-dark cycle of day and night, the timing of
food consumption can also play a role by influencing circadian rhythms (Waterhouse et al.,
1997; Ruddick-Collins et al., 2020; Escobar et al., 2011). The interactions between meal timing
and circadian rhythms are complex, and this complexity has led to the development of the
specialized research field of chrononutrition. To understand the physiological and behavioural
underpinnings of chrononutrition in the body, the influential reviews by Escobar et al. (2011),
Patton et al. (2013) and Ruddick-Collins et al. (2020) will be discussed below.
Chrononutrition
The activity of the central nervous system (CNS) and various peripheral tissues of the
body are governed by, and follow a regular, cyclic rhythm of about 24-hrs. Both the central and
peripheral circadian rhythms are controlled by the suprachiasmic nucleus (SCN), a group of
specialized neurons located in the hypothalamus. The SCN controls peripheral circadian rhythms
by signalling specific genes, called CLOCK genes (Ruddick-Collins et al., 2020). CLOCK genes
are present in cells throughout the body and facilitate the translation and transcription of genes
throughout various body tissues (Escobar et al., 2011). In turn, these tissues provide feedback
signals to alter whole-body physiology and provide information back to the SCN to continuously
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entrain/maintain activity of the SCN clock (Escobar et al., 2011; Ruddick-Collins et al., 2020).
Together, the SCN and CLOCK genes can alter systemic physiological activity so that tissues
and organ systems throughout the entire body can be synchronized in their activity and kept in
line with the overall circadian rhythm (Ruddick-Collins et al., 2020). In fact, many of the
functions and processes of the adrenal glands, liver, stomach, intestines, pancreas, kidneys, heart,
and lungs are controlled, at least in part, by peripheral circadian rhythms via CLOCK genes
(Patton et al., 2013).
Meal timing provides an effective signal to regulate the peripheral circadian rhythms and,
in turn, keep them in sync with the central circadian rhythm (Patton et al., 2013). One
mechanism by which the peripheral circadian rhythms and the central circadian rhythm
communicate with one another is via the endocrine system (Ruddick-Collins et al., 2020). In
particular, corticosterone, glucagon, GLP-1, ghrelin, leptin and insulin have been found to play
important roles in mediating this communication (Patton et al., 2013; Ruddick-Collins et al.,
2020). When meal times are consistent, the body will learn to anticipate food at a certain time.
When anticipated meal times draw near, the body begins to prepare itself for proper digestion,
leading to changes in metabolic hormones and initiating food-seeking behaviour (Patton et al.,
2013). These biological and behavioural changes provide the SCN with time information, which
in turn, helps keep the central circadian rhythm and peripheral circadian rhythms in proper
alignment.
Circadian Misalignment
Unfortunately, biological need is not the only regulator of human food consumption.
Societal expectations and engagements such as work schedules, school start and end times, and
extra-curricular activities can lead to meals being pushed forward or delayed; thus impacting our
2
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biological rhythms (Waterhouse et al., 1997, Ruddick-Collins et al., 2020, Patton et al., 2013). In
one study on mice, Kuroda et al (2012), examined whether eating meals on a similar schedule to
humans would impact circadian rhythms. Specifically, they investigated whether the human
tendency to eat meals with varying time intervals between them (e.g. often 4 hours between
breakfast and lunch; and then 6 hours between lunch and dinner) would have an effect. The
results showed that when the mice were provided meals at these inconsistent intervals, they had a
phase advance in their peripheral circadian rhythms. A phase advance occurs when the body’s
natural rhythms begin to occur earlier than normal. Based on these findings, the researchers
proposed that some of the fairly common eating schedules of modern humans are not
synchronized with their circadian rhythms, but that resynchronization could be achieved by
controlling meal timing (Kuroda et al., 2012).
This mismatch between the timing of activities influenced by human or social schedules
and biologically-driven rhythms has been termed ‘social jetlag’ (Wittman et al., 2006). Social
jetlag is problematic; in the case of food intake, deviating from biological meal timing alters
CLOCK genes and causes shifts in the peripheral systems (Ruddick-Collins et al., 2020), a
phenomenon termed ‘eating jetlag’ (Zerón-Rugerio, 2019). Eating jetlag can result in peripheral
circadian rhythms uncoupling from the central circadian rhythm (Ruddick-Collins et al., 2020). It
can also lead to the gradual desynchronization of peripheral circadian rhythms from each other,
as different tissues take different periods of time to readjust from circadian misalignment
(Ruddick-Collins et al., 2020; Patton et al., 2013). Since peripheral circadian rhythms regulate
the activities of many tissues and organs that are vital to homeostasis, such circadian
misalignments are associated with negative health consequences, including some diseases
(Ruddick-Collins et al., 2020). In particular, the endocrine system is greatly influenced by
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patterns of food intake. Eating out-of-sync with biological meal times, or frequent changes in
meal timing result in the body not being able to properly anticipate when the meal is coming to
facilitate proper digestion (Patton et al., 2013). Thus, over time, the levels of metabolic
hormones become altered and no longer provide proper time signals to the SCN (RuddickCollins et al., 2020). The brain also undergoes significant changes in response to modified eating
schedules, such as eliciting anticipatory behaviours, displaying altered neurotransmission (i.e.
dopamine and vasopressin), and desynchronization of brain areas from the SCN (Escobar et al.,
2011).
In addition to impacting the central circadian rhythm indirectly, meal timing can also
disrupt the central circadian rhythm directly. Since most animals consume food during their
active periods rather than during their biological times of rest, the SCN is able to use meal timing
to synchronize the body’s sleep/wake times (Escobar et al., 2011). Altering the regular feeding
schedule can lead to biological and behavioural anticipation of a meal during times when food
would not normally be accessed, which can lead to changes in the natural sleep-wake cycle
(Escobar et al., 2011; Lewis et al., 2020). One possible mechanism for this effects is that meal
timing can alter the levels of amino acids in the body, many of which act as precursors to
neurotransmitters such as the catecholamines and serotonin, all of which are involved in
wake/sleep behaviour (Waterhouse et al., 1997). It is also possible that altered activity in
different brain regions can cause impaired sleep. For instance, the pineal gland is impacted by
meal timing (Escobar et al., 2011), which can lead to disruptions of the melatonin cycle, a key
regulator for initiating the feeling of sleepiness. Since the pineal gland is impacted by the lightdark cycle (L/D cycle) (Escobar et al., 2011), constant light exposure (i.e., indoor and outdoor
lighting, phone screens, TVs, etc.), as experienced by most modern humans, can cause the pineal
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gland to rely more on meal timing as a time cue. Similarly, SCN activity can be altered by meal
timing when a consistent L/D cycle is not available as a zeitgeber (Patton et al., 2013).
Circadian Misalignment and Sleep
Since food timing can shift peripheral circadian rhythms which, in turn, can impact the
central circadian rhythms that regulate sleep, a body of research has been conducted on whether
eating too close to bedtime affects sleep quality. Sleep quality can be assessed by examining
several factors, called sleep parameters, of a given sleep period. The most commonly reported
sleep parameters include: sleep onset latency (time it takes to fall asleep; SOL), total sleep time
(TST), total time in bed (TIB), sleep efficiency (percentage of TST divided by TIB; SE), and the
number of nocturnal arousals (wake after sleep onset; WASO). Sleep can also be studied by
examining how much time is spent in rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and non-rapid eye
movement sleep (NREM). REM sleep is characterized by low amplitude, high frequency EEG
waves, and rapid saccadic eye movements (see Appendix A for an example of REM EEG
activity). NREM sleep refers to all other sleep that is not REM, and can be subdivided into 3 substages: NREM-1 (N1), NREM-2 (N2), and NREM-3 (N3). N1 sleep is a light sleep state, and is
the first stage that people enter when they fall asleep. This stage is characterized by low
amplitude, mixed-frequency waves, in the EEG (see Appendix B for an example of N1 EEG
activity). As sleep deepens and N2 begins, EEG waves continue to increase in amplitude and
slow in frequency. In addition to this general slowing, N2 is characterized by two specific EEG
phenomena, sleep spindles (rapid, regular bursts of neuronal activity in the 12-16 Hz range) and
k-complexes (isolated high amplitude, slow frequency waves; see Appendix C for an example of
N2 EEG activity). Sleep becomes deepest during N3. During this stage, the EEG predominantly
consists of very high amplitude, very low frequency waves, called delta waves (See Appendix D
5
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for an example of N3 EEG activity). Due to the very low frequency of these waves, N3 is often
referred to as slow wave sleep (SWS). Using the EEG markers of each sleep stage, it is possible
for researchers to quantify how much time a person spent in each of these stages.
One special population that has been studied in the context of eating and sleep are
individuals afflicted by night eating syndrome (NES), an eating disorder in which patients
experience interspersed arousals after going to bed, during which they wake up with the urge to
eat (O’Reardon et al., 2004). During these nightly eating bouts, patients consume large quantities
of food, often accounting for the majority of their daily caloric intake (O’Reardon et al., 2004).
NES patients represent an extreme example of misaligned sleeping and eating habits, which
suggests that underlying circadian rhythms have been desynchronized. Goel et al. (2009)
investigated this possibility by comparing the rhythms of several metabolite hormones,
melatonin and food intake in people with NES. As expected, the results of the study revealed that
NES patients have phase delays in the circadian rhythms of ghrelin, leptin, glucose, insulin and
melatonin, indicating that the body’s rhythms were occurring later than normal (Goel et al.
2009). The biological rhythms of calorie, fat and carbohydrate intake were also delayed and
demonstrated lower amplitudes (Goel et al., 2009). Having the natural rhythms of food
anticipation and metabolism occurring much later than normal could explain why people with
NES experience extreme hunger during their biological resting period. While phase delayed
circadian rhythms are believed to be one cause of NES, it is also speculated that this
desynchronization of circadian rhythms may be partially maintained by the nighttime feeding
(O’Reardon et al., 2004). When the body becomes accustomed to eating at night, the body will
realign the rhythms of food-seeking behaviours and metabolism to the anticipated meal time,
thereby potentially reinforcing the cycle of NES symptoms (Escobar et al., 2011).
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These interactions between central and peripheral circadian rhythms may also explain
why studies have found evidence that nighttime eating in non-NES patients is associated with
sleep disruption as well. For example, Yeh and Brown (2014) found that eating at night partly
explained why people with a high body mass index (BMI) tend to have sleep problems. Survey
studies have also revealed that people who regularly consumed food within three hours of going
to bed have a 40% increase in nocturnal awakening (Chung et al., 2020) and that regular
nighttime eating is related to increased dream intensity and poorer sleep quality (Yu & Lam,
2017). Moreover, research conducted on sleep apnea patients has found that sleep quality and
sleep apnea severity are linked to the consumption of food in the evening (de Melo et al., 2019;
do Vale Cardoso Lopes et al., 2019; Trakada et al., 2014). Specifically, sleep apnea scores were
worse for participants who ate their dinners later in the evening (do Vale Cardoso Lopes et al.,
2019), and for those who ate fattier foods closer to bedtime (Trakada et al., 2014). In terms of
sleep quality, de Melo et al. (2019) found that SE, as well as sleep stages N1 and N2 (the lighter
stages of sleep seen after sleep onset and that become more prominent during the second half of
the night) were negatively correlated with the amount of food and calories consumed at dinner.
Similarly, do Vale Cardoso Lopes et al. (2019) found that N1 sleep was altered in patients who
ate later in the evening, even though they found that these patients, surprisingly, had increased
N1 sleep. Despite this contradictory finding, their study also revealed that eating later was
associated with longer SOL, higher daytime sleepiness, and increased instances of WASO,
further supporting that eating in the evening negatively impacts sleep quality in sleep apnea
patients (do Vale Cardoso Lopes et al., 2019).
Another population of particular interest in the context of food intake and sleep are
Muslims who observe Ramadan, a period when all eating is restricted to the evening (after the
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sun has set). By conducting research on this population during this time, it is possible for
researchers to measure changes in sleep patterns when all food consumption is moved to the
evening, and thus closer to bedtime. Several studies have investigated these changes in sleep
patterns by recording different sleep measures at multiple time points, including pre-Ramadan
baseline measures, at two or three time points during Ramadan, and post-Ramadan recovery
(BaHammam, 2003; BaHammam, 2004; BaHammam et al., 2013; Roky et al., 2001). The results
of these studies revealed that during Ramadan, Muslims experience the following changes in
sleep patterns: significant delays in bedtime (BaHammam, 2003; BaHammam et al., 2013;
BaHammam et al., 2014), later waking times (BaHammam, 2003; BaHammam et al., 2013;
BaHammam et al., 2014), increases in the number of daytime naps (BaHammam, 2003; Margolis
& Reed, 2004), significant reductions in TST (BaHammam et al., 2013; Herrera, 2012; Roky et
al., 2001), altered sleep latency (BaHammam, 2004; Roky et al., 2001), reduced REM sleep
(BaHammam, 2004; BaHammam et al., 2014; Roky et al., 2001), and increases in NREM sleep,
N2 sleep and slow wave sleep (Roky et al., 2001). Although several studies have found
reductions in TST during Ramadan, the results are not consistent across all studies. For instance,
BaHammam (2003), BaHammam et al. (2014) and Margolis and Reed (2012) did not find
changes in TST across Ramadan. Additionally, although Herrera (2012) found reductions in
TST, most of their sample had pre-existing clinical rates of sleep disturbance, making the results
hard to interpret. BaHammam et al. (2014) also did not confirm the finding of altered sleep
latency during Ramadan, as reported by BaHammam (2004) and Roky et al. (2001).
It has also been proposed that changes in sleep patterns during Ramadan could be
attributed to the social changes that occur to accommodate the schedule of those fasting
(BaHammam, 2005). For instance, school and work start times, business hours and social events
8
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are shifted to accommodate Ramadan, thus leading to increased activity during the evening hours
(BaHammam, 2005). To test this, BaHammam (2005) investigated how sleep changed over the
course of Ramadan for fasting Saudis, fasting non-Saudis, and non-fasting non-Saudis. All three
groups experienced delays in bedtimes during Ramadan, with the delays growing larger as
Ramadan progressed, however, the fasting participants also experienced delays in wake up times.
Unfortunately, all comparisons were within-group analyses and the three groups were not
statistically compared to each other. While these results reveal that the life style changes
associated with Ramadan do have an impact on sleep, they also suggest that fasting contributes
to additional sleep changes (BaHammam, 2005).
Overall, eating closer to bedtime has been associated with several altered sleep
parameters, resulting in reduced sleep quality, changes in dream content, more severe sleep
apnea symptoms, and both mild and severe circadian desynchronization. However, despite the
large body of research suggesting that eating before bed has a negative impact on sleep, not all of
the research seems to concur. For instance, Green et al. (2020) found that eating a heavy or light
meal 2 hours before bed did not result in differences in sleep parameters between the two meal
conditions. These results confirmed earlier findings by Driver et al. (1999), who found that
eating high calorie or moderate calorie meals in the late evening did not result in altered sleep.
Research focusing on how the macronutrients of food consumed before bed impact sleep,
has also yielded inconsistent findings. A study conducted by Crispim et al. (2011) found that the
amount of calories, carbohydrates and fat intake at night was associated with increased sleep
latency, REM sleep latency, and WASO. Additionally, carbohydrate and fat intake were
associated with decreased SE, and fat intake was also associated with decreased REM sleep
(Crispim et al., 2011). In a similar study, Falkenberg et al. (2020) examined the food diaries and
9
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actigraphic data of Australian soccer players in order to deduce the effects of macronutrients on
sleep. The results showed that participants who ate more sugar in the evening had reduced TST,
suggesting that eating sugar closer to bed is associated with less efficient sleep. It was also found
that SOL was reduced by 5 minutes for every mega joule (MJ) of energy consumed near
bedtime. Furthermore, they found that for every hour that passed between dinner and bedtime
there was a significant reduction in TST (8 minutes) and WASO (2 minutes). Similarly, every
hour that passed between the person’s last consumption of food or caloric beverage, resulted in a
significant reduction in TST of 6 minutes (Falkanberg et al., 2020). Both Crispim et al. (2011)
and Falkanberg et al. (2020) found evidence supporting the idea that eating before bed is
harmful, but some of the results suggest that eating before bed may actually be beneficial for
sleep quality.
Time: The Understudied Variable
It is possible that one of the reasons for the inconsistencies in the literature on eating
before bedtime is that most studies have not used tight controls or systematic manipulations of
the time interval between eating and sleeping. To the best of our knowledge, there are only three
studies to date that have examined the relationship between timing of food intake in relation to
sleep quality. One study conducted by Afaghi et al. (2007) examined the impact of high
glycemic-index (GI) meals 1 and 4 hours before bedtime, and low glycemic-index meals 4 hours
before bed. They found that SOL was significantly reduced when the high GI meal was
consumed 4 hours before bed compared to the 1 hour condition. Furthermore, participants
reported feeling sleepier when the high GI meal was consumed 4 hours instead of 1 hour before
bedtime. Similarly, two studies conducted by Orr et al. (1997) examined the impact of different
meal conditions and nap timing on nap quality. In the first experiment, a solid meal, a liquid non10
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caloric meal, or a liquid caloric meal was provided at 5 pm, and nap timings ranged from 30
minutes to 3 hours post-meal. They found that there were not significant differences in sleep
parameters across all nap timings and meal conditions, although eating the solid meal was
associated with decreased SOL. In the second experiment, the researchers followed the same
procedure, except the three meal conditions consisted of a high carbohydrate meal, a high fat
meal, or a mixed meal. Unlike Afaghi et al. (2007), the researchers did not find that sleep
parameters were altered by the amount of time between meal consumption and sleep, nor did the
type of meal consumed have any impact on sleep. However, the Orr et al. (1997) studies also
have the major limitation of having the naps relatively late during the day (i.e., late afternoon to
early evening), when people would not normally feel the need to sleep or engage in napping.
The most recent study, conducted by Duan et al. (2021) explored whether there were
differences in sleep after eating 1 hour or 5 hours before bed. The results revealed that eating
closer to bed caused delta power to slightly increase and both alpha and beta power to slightly
decrease in the first half of sleep, and the reverse pattern to occur during the later part of sleep
(Duan et al., 2021). Delta power increases are associated with deeper sleep (SWS), whereas
alpha and beta activity are associated with lighter sleep stages (N1 and N2) (Duan et al., 2021).
Thus, eating closer to bed was associated with increased deep sleep during the first half of the
night, and increased light sleep during the second half of the night. However, Duan et al. (2021)
reported that overall, these were differences were small.
In summary, it appears that the available evidence suggests that, while meal timing
affects circadian rhythms, it remains unclear whether there are obvious negative outcomes for
sleep quality by eating close to sleep onset. This could possibly be mediated by the fact that most
studies have not controlled for the time interval between food consumption and sleep. It is also
11
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noteworthy that most of the research so far has focused on food intake in relation to overnight
sleep periods, and has largely neglected the question of whether meal timing can impact nap
quality. This is an important avenue of research, as it is becoming increasingly clear that naps
can provide significant health and cognitive benefits (Milner & Cote, 2009).
Importance of Naps
Napping tends to occur during the early afternoon, when our circadian rhythms signal a
period of reduced activity and alertness (Dhand & Sohal, 2006). Since napping is a biologically
driven state, the timing of naps can have an important impact on whether we reap the benefits of
naps (Milner & Cote, 2009). While there is no exact, general time window that is the best for
sleeping, research has found that taking a nap sometime between the hours of 1 pm and 4 pm is
optimal (Lovato & Lack, 2010), although the more narrow and slightly later time window of 3
pm to 5 pm has also been suggested as an optimal period for napping (Milner & Cote, 2009).
Numerous studies have shown that having a short nap within these hours can have
multiple restorative effects. For instance, naps have been shown to improve emotionality (Dhand
& Sohal, 2006; Milner & Cote, 2009) and cognitive abilities (Lovato & Lack, 2010) such as
psychomotor performance (Lovato & Lack, 2010) and learning and memory (Dhand & Sohal,
2006; Lovato & Lack, 2010; Milner & Cote, 2009). Furthermore, napping can provide the
restoration and energy boost that many people need to get through the rest of the day (Dhand &
Sohal, 2006; Milner & Cote, 2009). Research has also confirmed that this nap-induced boost in
energy is more effective than that provided by other means of restoring alertness, such as
caffeine or stimulant medications.
Objectives

12
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Since napping is a recommended practice (Fry, 2022) and clearly has significant
beneficial effects, it is important to examine factors that may alter its effectiveness in restoring
alertness and enhancing cognitive functions. As mentioned, to date, there is very little
experimental work on the impact of meal (lunch) timing in sleep quality during an afternoon nap.
The proposed study will fill this gap in the literature by examining the impact of varying time
intervals between consuming lunch and a subsequent nap on sleep (nap) quality, and selfreported alertness. As such, the overarching goal of this thesis is to better define the parameters
that provide an optimal restorative effect of afternoon napping.
Chapter 2: Methods
Participants
A total of 23 participants were recruited from the Kingston, Ontario area. This sample
consisted of 16 self-identified females (69.6%) and 7 self-identified males (30.4%), and had an
average age of about 24 years (M = 24.35, SD = 7.54). Participants were not considered for the
study if they met any of the following criteria: presence of a diagnosed sleep disorder; diagnosis
of a psychiatric disorder; diagnosis of diabetes and/or a circadian rhythm or metabolism disorder.
As these disorders all have impacts on circadian rhythms, sleep patterns, and/or eating patterns,
those who met one or more of these criteria were not eligible to participate in the current study.
Further, participants who had severe food allergies or were unable to give informed consent also
were not eligible for the study. Additionally, participants were required to engage in regular
napping, defined as an average of at least one nap per week for the last two months. This
inclusion criterion was used in order to increase the likelihood that participants would be able to
fall asleep during the polysomnography recording in the laboratory setting. All participants were
provided $80 or $60 and two course credits as compensation for their time.
13
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Materials
Subjective Sleep Quality Questionnaire
The Subjective Sleep Quality Questionnaire is a 7-item questionnaire designed by the
Sleep and Neuroplasticity Lab at Queen’s University for the purpose of this study. Of the 7
items, 2 items asked participants to indicate their current level of sleepiness/wakefulness using
the Stanford Sleepiness Scale (SSS; Hoddes et al., 1972). The SSS is a graded, 7-item scale that
ranges from a score of 1 (wide awake) to 7 (feeling very sleepy, not fighting sleep, having
thoughts that are dreamlike). Participants answered this question twice: once before their nap,
and once afterwards. The five remaining items on the Subjective Sleep Quality Questionnaire
asked the participant to reflect on different aspects of the nap they just took, including: whether
they think they slept or not, for how long they slept, and how they rate the quality of their sleep
(see Appendix E for the complete questionnaire).
EEG
All electrodes used for the EEG, EOG, and EMG (see Procedure section for a detail
explanation of all polysomnographic measures) recordings were Genuine Grass Gold Disc
electrodes (Natus Neurology, Ireland) filled with Ten20 conductive paste and attached to the skin
using medical tape. Physiological activity was amplified (Grass P511 amplifiers, half-amplitude
filters set at 0.3 Hz and 10 kHz), digitized (200Hz; PowerLab /30 system running LabChart
software, v. 8. 1. 11, ADInstruments, Toronto, Ont.), and stored for subsequent scoring.
Lunches
During the first visit to the lab (see Procedure below), all participants selected their lunch
choices for the subsequent visits. All lunches included a sandwich, a drink and a side, and were
14
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the same for the individual participant on both visits 2 and 3. Participants were given four
options for each component of the meal. Sandwich options were: turkey, ham, cold cut, or
vegetable. Participants were allowed to request any additional vegetable toppings and sauces and
were given the option between white or whole-grain bread. All sandwiches were obtained from a
fast-food sandwich chain (Subway, 6-inch sandwiches). Drink options were: 1% white milk,
water, orange juice or apple juice, and were obtained from the same restaurant as the sandwiches.
Lunch accompaniments were obtained from a local grocery store and included: vegetables and
dip, apple slices, a granola bar or a fruit cup. Lunches between participants were not matched for
calories or macronutrients, as participants acted as their own control.
Procedure
COVID-19 Screening
For all visits to the lab, participants were screened for COVID-19 symptoms. A list of
common COVID-19 symptoms (as reported by a local public health unit) were read aloud and
participants were asked to indicate if they were currently presenting with said symptom. If
participants reported being symptom-free, they were permitted into the lab. At all times in the
lab, except for when otherwise indicated, all participants were required to wear a surgical mask
over their face, nose and chin, as per public health guidelines.
First Lab Visit
Prior to the onset of the formal experiment and data collection, participants were invited
to the lab for a 30-minute visit in order to provide them with detailed information about the study
and give them the opportunity to see where they would be sleeping. All participants were
screened for COVID-19 symptoms prior to being permitted entry to the lab. During this visit,
15
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participants were provided with the Letter of Information and Consent form to review and sign,
along with the demographic questionnaire. After signing the letter, participants had the
opportunity to enter the room where they would be sleeping in order to familiarize themselves
with the setting and reduce potential discomfort about sleeping in an unfamiliar place during the
actual testing days. In addition, participants were informed that they could bring any sleeprelated items (e.g., pajamas, pillows, blankets) from home so that they would feel more
comfortable during the actual napping opportunity.
Second and Third Lab Visits
All procedure for the second and third lab visits were identical, with the exception that
the time interval between eating lunch and the start of the nap opportunity was one hour for one
visit and two hours of the other visit (the order of the time intervals was randomly determined for
each participant). A summary of the timing for the 1- and 2- hour conditions is illustrated in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1
Experimental Procedure Summary

Activity. For both experimental sessions, participants were asked to engage in an activity
they would normally perform during this time of their day for 1.5 hours (i.e., doing homework,
reading, watching a movie). The same activity was performed during both experimental visits.
Overall, both visits were kept as similar as possible, with the exception of the time between
eating and napping. This ensured that the participants spent the same amount of time in the lab
during both the 1-hour and 2-hour conditions, and that various factors such as lighting, the
environment, and the activity performed were held constant, thus minimizing their influences on
the quality of the afternoon nap.
Lunch. During the 1-hour condition, participants were asked to engage in their chosen
activity for 60 minutes. After this first hour, participants were provided with their lunch and
given approximately 15 minutes to eat. Once the lunch was completed, participants returned to
their chosen activity for 30 minutes, and then underwent the 30 minute polysomnography
17
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preparation (see below). During the 2-hour condition, participants were provided with their lunch
shortly after arriving at the lab. After approximately 15 minutes of eating time, the participant
was then asked to engage in their chosen activity for 90 minutes, followed by 30 minutes of
polysomnography preparation (see Figure 1). For both conditions, participants were allowed to
remove their mask to eat their lunch and when getting ready to take their nap, but remained
masked at all other times during the experimental sessions.
Polysomnography Preparation. In order to make napping more comfortable for the
participants, they were given the opportunity to change into more comfortable clothes prior to
being prepared for the polysomnography recordings. Polysomnography involves measurements
of cortical activity (electroencephalogram, EEG), ocular activity (electrooculogram, EOG), and
skeletal muscle activity (electromyogram, EMG) during sleep. Each participant had four EEG
electrodes placed on their scalp (Cz-Fz, Cz-Oz), with electrode location following the
International 10-20 system. To measure eye movement, one pair of electrodes were placed near
and lateral to each of the two eyes, with one electrode slightly above and the other slightly below
the eye. An additional electrode was placed on the masseter to measure movement of the jaw and
chin. Three ground electrodes were also placed on the left (2 electrodes) and right (1 electrode)
sides of the head behind the ears. Prior to electrode placement, the contact areas of the skin were
cleaned with 70% isopropyl alcohol and prepped with Neurprep gel. All electrodes were filled
with 10-20 conductive paste and secured to the skin with medical tape. After all electrodes were
connected, the participant was brought to the private bedroom and all electrodes (EEG, EMG,
EOG) were checked and calibrated.
Nap. Following calibration, the participants were asked to remove their mask, lay down,
were left in the private bedroom with the lights turned off, and the recording began. Participants
18
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were allowed to sleep for up to 2 hours. If participants were still asleep after 2 hours, the
experimenter woke them up.
Post-Nap. Upon awakening, the participants were instructed to put on their mask. Next,
all electrodes were removed and clean cotton wipes were used to remove residual adhesive and
conductive paste. Next, participants were asked to rate their subjective sleep quality using the
Subjective Sleep Quality Survey, followed by debriefing and compensation.
Polysomnography Record Scoring
All polysomnographic recordings were scored in accordance with the American
Academy of Sleep Medicine guidelines (Berry et al., 2020). Each recording was scored by two
independent, trained scorers who were blind to the experimental condition of the recording. All
recordings were analyzed to identify sleep onset, number of arousals, TST, SE and to calculate
the total time and percentage of the overall sleep period that was spent in each sleep stage (N1,
N2, N3/SWS, and REM).
Chapter 3: Results
All statistical analyses were conducted using version 4.1.3 of R (Core R Team, 2022).
For the purposes of this analysis, 9 variables were examined between the experimental
conditions (1-vs. 2-hour interval): TST, SOL, SE, the difference between pre-nap subjective
sleepiness ratings and post-nap subjective sleepiness ratings, subjective nap quality score, and
the percentage of the sleep spent in each of N1, N2, N3 and REM. In total, 3 two-way repeated
measures ANOVAs (rANOVA) were conducted.
The data were analyzed using rANOVAs in order to observe any interaction effects
between the sleep measures and conditions. This test also provided the opportunity to examine
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any main effects. These analyses allowed us to draw conclusions about how the 9 sleep measures
varied between the 1- and 2-hour conditions, without requiring a larger number of tests, which
would have been required if using paired t-tests. To use a paired t-test approach, 9 tests needed to
be run, which inflated our type one error rate to .45. While a Bonferonni correction could be
applied to combat the inflated error rate, the threshold for determining statistical significance
would have been adjusted to a p-value of 0.006. When comparing our results using the adjusted
p-value, almost all of our results are statistically nonsignificant. The p-values for each variable
when compared using a paired t-test are provided in Appendix F. Since rANOVAs are
considered an omnibus test, and thus allowed us to run fewer tests in total, our error rate was not
highly inflated. This allowed us to keep the p-value cut off of 0.05, which was used to determine
that several variables differed significantly between the two conditions.
Objective Sleep Quality
Three measures of objective sleep quality were used: TST, SOL, SE. TST was calculated
by adding up the total number of minutes a participant was asleep. SOL was defined as the
number of minutes between the participant getting into bed and their sleep onset. Two
participants were not able to fall asleep during their 1-hour condition. For these participants,
SOL was calculated as the number of minutes the participant spent in bed. SE was calculated by
dividing the total amount of time (in minutes) the participant was asleep by the total amount of
time (in minutes) the participant was in bed. As shown in Table 1, measures of objective sleep
quality indicated greater sleep quality in the 2-hour condition relative to the 1-hour condition.
That is, participants in the 2-hour condition exhibited greater SE, longer TST, and reduced SOL
compared to the 1-hour time interval.
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Table 1
Non-Standardized Values for Objective Sleep Measures
Sleep Measure
SE (%)

1 Hour Mean
56.0

1 Hour SD
29.3

2 Hour Mean
66.0

2 Hour SD
26.6

TST (mins)

51.2

34.4

67.3

32.9

SOL (mins)

23.5

11.4

21.1

11.9

Data were first checked for outliers and assessed for normality. Normality was assessed
using the ‘check_normality’ function in the performance package in R (Lüdecke et al., 2021).
This function plots the residuals of the rANOVA, and tests the difference between the
distribution of the data against a normal distribution curve. If the assumption of normality is met,
the distribution of the data should be the same shape as the normal distribution curve, and the
comparison test should yield a p-value of more than 0.05. As seen in Figure 2, the distribution of
our data does not resemble a normal distribution curve, and the comparison test revealed that the
assumption of normality was violated, p = .003. Outliers were identified using the
‘identify_outliers’ function in the rstatix package in R (Kassambara, 2021). In total, 3 outliers
were identified within the dataset. To eliminate these outliers, 90% winsorization was used. 90%
winsorization replaces all scores above the 95th percentile, and below the 5th percentile, with the
next closest score. This process was used as it allowed for all data points to be retained, while
still reducing the impact of outliers on the analysis.
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Figure 2
Normality of Objective Sleep Measure Data

Note: This figure shows the distribution of the residuals for the first repeated measures
analysis of variance (blue) compared to a normal distribution curve (green line). Visually, the
distribution of the residuals does not closely resemble a normal distribution curve, indicating
that the assumption of normality was violated.
Next, the objective sleep quality data were analyzed using an rANOVA. The rANOVA
was performed using the ‘aov_ez’ function in the afex package in R (Singmann et al., 2022). The
independent scores of the three measures were used as the dependent variable in the rANOVA,
and experimental condition was used as the independent variable. A second independent
variable, Sleep Measure Type, was also included. This variable was a categorical variable, used
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to identify the objective sleep measure (TST, SOL or SE) in order to see if the sleep measures
individually differed between the 1- and 2-hour conditions. As each objective sleep measure used
a different metric of measurement, all scores for each sleep measure were standardized by
transforming them into z-scores. For non-standardized values of the objective sleep measures,
see Table 1.
In order to assess whether the participants’ objective sleep scores varied by condition, the
rANOVA calculated the main effect of condition. To calculate the main effect of condition, the
participants’ scores for the three objective sleep measures (TST, SE, and SOL) were combined
into an overall objective sleep quality score for each of the conditions. The overall objective
sleep scores from the 1-hour condition were then compared to the overall objective sleep scores
from the 2-hour conditions. The rANOVA revealed a significant main effect of condition, with
overall objective sleep quality scores being lower in the 1-hour condition (M = -0.12, SD = 1.0),
relative to the 2-hour condition (M = 0.12, SD = 0.97), F(1, 22) = 5.04, p = 0.04. These results
are depicted in Figure 3. The rANOVA also revealed a significant interaction between condition
and objective sleep measures, F(1.2, 26.4) = 4.23, p = 0.048. Post-hoc analyses using the
Bonferonni correction showed that SE (1h: M = -1.88, SD = 1.1; 2h: M = 1.88, SD = 0.93) and
TST (1h: M = -2.36, SD = 1.0; 2h: M = 2.36, SD = 0.96) were significantly lower in the 1-hour
condition than in the 2-hour condition, t(22) = -2.37, p = 0.03, and t(22) = -2.34, p = 0.03,
respectively (see Figure 4).
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Figure 3
Mean Difference in Overall Objective Sleep Score Between Conditions

Note: This figure compares the mean objective sleep measure scores between the 1-hour
and 2-hour conditions. As shown in the figure, objective sleep quality scores were lower in the 1hour condition than in the 2-hour condition.
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Figure 4
Mean Differences in Individual Objective Sleep Measures Between Conditions

Note: This figure compares each of the three objective sleep measures between the 1hour and 2-hour condition. As shown in the figure, total sleep time and sleep efficiency scores
were found to be significantly lower in the 1-hour condition than in the 2-hour condition.
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Subjective Sleep Quality
Two measures were used to assess subjective sleep quality: nap quality ratings (from 1 to
5, with higher scores indicating better nap quality), and the difference between pre- and post-nap
sleepiness scores. Nap quality scores were obtained from the subjective sleep quality
questionnaire. The difference between participants’ pre- and post-nap sleepiness scores were
calculated by subtracting the total participants’ post-nap sleepiness score from their pre-nap
sleepiness score. A larger, positive difference between these two scores indicated a larger
reduction in feelings of sleepiness, whereas a larger, negative difference between these two
scores indicated a greater increase in feelings of sleepiness. As Table 2 demonstrates,
participants in the 2-hour condition had higher nap quality scores and larger differences between
their pre- and post-nap sleepiness scores compared to the 1-hour condition. These findings
indicate that subjective sleep quality was better in the 2-hour condition relative to the 1-hour
condition.
Table 2
Non-Standardized Values for Subjective Sleep Measures
Sleep Measure

1 Hour Mean

1 Hour SD

Nap Quality

3.0

1.2

2 Hour
Mean
3.7

Pre – Post

0.4

1.8

0.7

2 Hour SD
0.9
1.4

Prior to analysis, the data were checked for outliers using the ‘identify_outliers’ function
in the rstatix package in R (Kassambara, 2021). No outliers were identified within the dataset.
The data were also tested for normality using the ‘check_normality’ function in the performance
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package in R (Lüdecke et al., 2021). The distribution of the data closely resembled a normal
distribution curve, and the comparison test confirmed that the assumption of normality was met,
p = 0.06 (Figure 5).
Figure 5
Normality of Subjective Sleep Measure Data

Note: This figure shows the distribution of the residuals for the second repeated
measures analysis of variance (blue) compared to a normal distribution curve (green line).
Visually, the distribution of the residuals closely resembles a normal distribution curve,
indicating that the assumption of normality was not violated.
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Next, the subjective sleep quality data were analyzed using a rANOVA. The rANOVA
was performed using the ‘aov_ez’ function in the afex package in R (Singmann et al., 2022). The
independent scores of the two measures were used as the dependent variable, and experimental
condition was used as the independent variable. A second independent variable, Subjective Sleep
Measure Type, was also included. This variable was a categorical variable, used to identify the
subjective sleep measure (nap quality, and difference between pre- and post-nap sleepiness) in
order to examine possible differences in the two subjective sleep measures between the 1- and 2hour conditions. As the subjective sleep measures used different metrics of measurement, the
scores for each sleep measure were standardized by transforming them to z-scores. For nonstandardized values of the subjective sleep measures, see Table 2.
To assess whether the participants’ subjective sleep scores varied by condition, the rANOVA
calculated the main effect of condition by combining the participants’ scores for the two
subjective sleep measures (nap quality, and pre- and post-nap difference score) into an overall
subjective sleep quality score for each of the conditions. The overall subjective sleep quality
scores from the 1-hour condition were then compared to the overall subjective sleep quality
scores from the 2-hour condition. The rANOVA revealed a significant main effect of condition,
with subjective sleep quality scores being lower in the 1-hour condition (M = -0.21, SD = 1.08),
relative to the 2-hour condition (M = 0.21, SD = 0.86), F(1, 22) = 6.20, p = 0.02. These results
are demonstrated in Figure 6. Additionally, the analysis revealed a statistically non-significant
interaction effect between experimental condition and sleep quality measure, F(1, 22) = 1.88, p =
0.184, indicating that neither outcome measure (nap quality and change in sleepiness)
significantly differed between experimental condition (1 vs. 2-hour interval; see Figure 7).
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Figure 6
Mean Differences in Overall Subjective Sleep Measures Between Conditions

Note: This figure compares the mean subjective sleep measure scores between the 1-hour
and 2-hour conditions. As shown in the figure, subjective sleep quality scores were lower in the
1-hour condition than in the 2-hour condition.
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Figure 7
Mean Differences in Subjective Sleep Measures Between Conditions

Note: This figure compares each of the subjective sleep measures between the 1-hour and
2-hour conditions. As shown in the figure, sleep quality scores were higher in the 2-hour
condition compared to the 1-hour condition, while the difference in pre- and post- nap sleepiness
scores were similar between the two conditions. However, the statistical analysis revealed that
the differences observed in sleep quality are not statistically significant (i.e., no interaction effect
between condition and sleep quality measure; see text for details). Fatigue.Change = The
difference between pre-nap sleepiness and post-nap sleepiness
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Sleep Architecture Analysis
To assess differences in sleep architecture between the two experimental conditions, the
total percentage of time spent in each of N1, N2, N3 and REM were analyzed. These percentages
were calculated by summing the total amount of time (in mins.) the participant spent in each
stage, and then dividing each of these values by the participants’ TST (in mins). As Table 3
demonstrates, participants in the 2-hour condition spent a larger percentage of their nap in N1,
N3, and REM, and a smaller percentage of their nap in N2 compared to the 1-hour condition.
Table 3
Non-Standardized Sleep Stage Percentages
Sleep Stage
N1 (%)

1 Hour Mean
18.4

1 Hour SD
13.4

2 Hour Mean
20.6

2 Hour SD
21.8

N2 (%)

59.2

24.5

56.9

24.7

N3 (%)

9.0

14.6

15.1

18.4

REM (%)

4.9

8.50

7.4

12.6

Prior to the statistical analysis, the data were checked for outliers and assessed for
normality. Using the ‘identify_outliers’ function in the rstatix package in R (Kassambara, 2021),
13 outliers were identified within the dataset, 4 of which were classified as ‘extreme’. Extreme
outliers are values that deviate more than 2 standard deviations from the rest of the data. To
eliminate these outliers, 90% winsorization was used. Normality was assessed using the
‘check_normality’ function in the performance package in R (Lüdecke et al., 2021). As seen in
Figure 8, the distribution of our data does not resemble a normal distribution curve, and the
comparison test revealed that the assumption of normality was violated, p < .001.
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Figure 8
Normality of Sleep Stage Data

Note: This figure shows the distribution of the residuals for the third repeated measures
analysis of variance (blue) compared to a normal distribution curve (green line). Visually, the
distribution of the residuals does not closely resemble a normal distribution curve, indicating
that the assumption of normality was violated.
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Next, the data were analyzed using a rANOVA. The rANOVA was performed using the
‘aov_ez’ function in the afex package in R (Singmann et al., 2022). The independent percentages
for each sleep stage were used as the dependent variable, and experimental condition was used as
the first independent variable. In order to examine any interaction effects between the sleep
stages and experimental condition, a second independent variable, Sleep Stage, was also
included. This variable was a categorical variable, used to identify the four sleep stages (N1, N2,
N3, REM). Although the four stages of sleep used the same metric of measurement (% of total
sleep time), there were expected differences between the four stages. For instance, many
participants never entered a period of N3 or REM, whereas almost all participants entered stage
N1 and N2. To avoid introducing a measurement confound, all % values for each sleep stage
were standardized by converting them to z-scores. The unstandardized values for all sleep stages
can be found in Table 3.
The rANOVA did not reveal a statistically significant main effect of condition F(1, 22) =
2.34, p = 0.14, nor a significant interaction between experimental condition and sleep stage, F(3,
66) = 0.62, p = 0.60. These results are illustrated in Figure 9 and Figure 10, respectively.
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Figure 9
Mean Differences in % of Time Spent in Sleep Stages Between Conditions

Note: This figure compares the mean percentage of time spent in sleep stages between the
1-hour and 2-hour conditions. As shown in the figure, there were no significant differences
between the 1-hour and 2-hour conditions.
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Figure 10
Differences in % of Time Spent in Sleep Stages Between Conditions

Note: This figure compares the four sleep stages between the 1-hour and 2-hour
conditions. While some differences are evident between the two conditions, no statistically
significant differences were found.
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Chapter 4: Discussion
Effects of Lunch Timing on Sleep Quality
The findings of the present set of experiments demonstrate that a shorter time interval
between lunch consumption and nap onset results in poorer sleep quality, as both subjective and
objective measures of sleep quality were higher in the 2-hour condition relative to the 1-hour
condition. Specifically, when participants ate lunch one hour before their nap, they experienced
reduced TST, SE and lower ratings of subjective sleep quality compared to when they consumed
lunch two hours prior to napping. These findings suggests that eating closer to sleep onset is
associated with shorter and less efficient sleep, and poorer subjective reports of nap quality.
These results contribute important, new information to the debate regarding whether eating
before sleep has negative consequences on sleep quality. Furthermore, our findings suggest that a
shorter time interval between eating and sleep has similar effects on an afternoon nap and
overnight sleep, given that most studies have detected a negative impact of food intake shortly
before the onset of nightly sleep.
Implications
Our findings confirm the results of several studies (on nightly sleep) which have found
significant reductions in TST (BaHammam et al., 2013; Falkenberg et al., 2020; Herrera, 2012;
Roky et al., 2001), SE (Crispim et al., 2011; de Melo et al., 2019) and subjective sleep quality
scores (Yu & Lam, 2017) when food was consumed closer to sleep onset. Some studies have also
found that eating close to sleep onset increased SOL (Crispim et al., 2011; do Vale Cardoso
Lopes et al., 2019; Roky et al., 2001), an effect which was also apparent in our data set, despite
not reaching statistical significance. However, it is important to emphasize that the literature on
meal timing and sleep quality is somewhat inconsistent. For instance, several studies have found
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that TST increased (Falkanberg et al., 2020; Trakada et al., 2014) and SOL decreased (Afaghi et
al., 2007; Falkenberg et al., 2020; Orr et al., 1997) when food was consumed shortly before sleep
onset, while other studies found no evidence that eating closer to sleep onset has any impact on
sleep (Driver et al., 1999; Green et al., 2020; Orr et al., 1997), including the specific sleep
quality measures of TST (BaHammam, 2003; BaHammam et al., 2014; Margolis & Reed, 2012)
or SOL (BaHammam et al., 2014). Thus, at present, a clear and consistent picture on the effects
of the time interval between meal consumption and sleep on sleep quality has not yet emerged.
However, the results of the present study clearly provide additional support to the notion that
consuming a meal close to sleep onset can have a negative impact on sleep quality.
Our results do not support previous findings that sleep architecture differed as a result of
eating close to sleep onset. We only detected minor differences in the percentage of time
participants spent in each sleep stage between the two experimental conditions, which did not
reach statistical significance. In the literature, changes in the amount of time spent in each sleep
stage following meal consumption close to bed time have been reported, including: reductions in
REM sleep (BaHammam, 2004; BaHammam et al., 2014; Crispim et al., 2011; Roky et al.,
2001), and N1 sleep (de Melo et al., 2019); and increased NREM sleep (Roky et al., 2001) and
SWS (Roky et al., 2001). For some sleep stages, such as N2, both increases (Roky et al., 2001)
and decreases (de Melo et al., 2019) have been reported in separate studies. Other research has
identified changes in sleep architecture during a specific part of the night. For example, Duan et
al. (2021) found that time spent in SWS increased during the first half of the night, and decreased
in the second half, when the sleep period was preceded by a meal close to sleep onset.
A possible explanation for the inconsistent results of prior work on the effect of food
consumption on subsequent sleep is the fact that the large majority of previous studies have
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focused on the role of caloric or macronutrient content of the food consumed, rather than the
timing of eating relative to sleep (Afaghi et al., 2007; Crispim et al., 2011; de Melo et al., 2019;
Driver et al., 1999; Falkanberg et al., 2020). Given the relative sparsity of literature on meal
timing, we decided to focus on this aspect, in addition to the consideration that meal timing is a
variable that can easily be monitored and adjusted by individuals interested in improving the
quality of their sleep/naps. By controlling the amount of time that passed between the
consumption of lunch and the beginning of the nap opportunity, we were able to directly assess
whether eating closer to sleep onset results in impairments of subsequent sleep quality. For
individuals in their regular environments (e.g., home or workplace), tracking and systematically
altering the nutrient content of food is much more challenging than keeping track of meal times,
making the latter much more amendable as a target for interventions to optimize sleep quality.
It is important to note that, in our study, participants were given a (restricted) choice of
food items for their lunch. In other words, not all participants ate identical meals, leading to
some variability in nutrient and caloric content. However, identical meals were served for each
individual participant during both experimental sessions (1-and 2-hour intervals), thus ensuring
that nutrient and caloric content was eliminated as a potential confound for any differences in
sleep quality between the two experimental conditions. It is remarkable that, despite variability
of lunches between participants, we were able to detect significant differences in sleep quality
between the two time conditions. Thus, changes in sleep quality can vary independently of
macronutrient changes. While we cannot rule out the possibility that the nutritional profiles of
meals have some impact on sleep quality, our findings clearly indicate that the time interval
between food consumption and sleep onset is an important factor when studying the relationship
between eating and sleep quality.
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Our study is also one of the first to extend previous work on food intake and sleep to
daytime naps. Understanding how eating before daytime naps impacts subsequent nap quality is
important for two reasons. First, including daytime naps in research on the effects of eating on
sleep quality allows a direct assessment of whether potential effects of food are moderated by
different types of sleep and circadian factors; it is unknown whether all general sleep hygiene
recommendations for overnight sleep also apply to afternoon naps. Second, napping is associated
with a number of important benefits, such as improvements in cognitive functioning, attention,
learning and memory performance, as well as reduced fatigue, and increased mood (Dhand &
Sohal, 2006; Lovato & Lack, 2010; Milner & Cote, 2009). It is thus important to identify factors
that maximize the benefits of napping while minimizing potential negative outcomes.
Despite the important implications of research identifying factors that influence nap
quality, it appears that only two prior studies (Orr et al., 1997) have specifically investigated the
impact of meal timing on nap quality, as opposed to overnight sleep. In their first experiment,
Orr et al. (1997) recruited 10 male participants to undergo three experimental, in-lab sessions. At
16:00 on test days, participants were given the first opportunity to nap; these data were used as
the participant’s baseline. At 17:00 on test days, participants were provided with one of: a solid
meal, a liquid meal, or water. Subsequent naps took place at 17:30, 18:00, 19:00 and 20:00. All
participants slept at each time, for a total of 4 experimental naps per participant, for each in-lab
session. All three experimental sessions followed this same procedure; the only difference
between in-lab sessions was the meal that was given to the participant. All participants
experienced all three meal conditions in a counterbalanced order. Polysomnography (EEG, EMG
and EOG) was used to determine sleep onset and the different sleep stages. Prior to each nap
opportunity, the Stanford Sleepiness Scale was also administered to assess for subjective
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sleepiness. The naps were restricted to 60 seconds of continuous N1 sleep, or until the first
indicators of N2 sleep appeared (spindles, k-complexes). If participants were unable to sleep
after 20 minutes, the nap opportunity ended. Orr et al. (1997) found that, across all experimental
nap times, SOL was reduced when the participants consumed the solid meal compared to when
they were provided with just water. However, no statistical analyses were conducted to
objectively compare if SOL differed reliably as a result of the different experimental conditions.
In their second experiment, Orr et al. (1997) recruited 10 new participants and used a
similar experimental procedure to the one described above. However, in the second experiment,
the three meal conditions were changed to include a high carbohydrate meal, a high fat meal, and
a mixed meal; no significant differences in SOL were found between these experimental
conditions.
In conclusion, Orr et al. (1997) found that, compared to consuming only water,
consuming solid meals was associated with reduced SOL in subsequent afternoon naps, and that
eating a high carbohydrate, high fat, or mixed meal did not elicit significant changes in SOL.
While Orr et al. (1997) were the first to extend research on meal timing and sleep to daytime
naps, several methodological issues (e.g., lack of statistical analyses of the time intervals
between food consumption and the naps, small sample sizes) complicate the conclusions that can
be drawn from their results, which may also explain why their investigation yielded significant
differences in SOL, while ours did not. Similar to many of the other studies focusing on food
intake and sleep quality, the main focus of Orr et al.’s (1997) investigations were on the meal
composition and macronutrient profiles, as opposed to directly testing how sleep was impacted
by the time interval between meal consumption and nap onset. Thus, while we found a similar
trend (albeit, statistically non-significant) of reduced SOL in our study, it is difficult to make
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direct comparisons to the Orr et al. (1997) studies, as the investigations examined different
variables. In addition to the lack of an appropriate data analysis, there are other concerns
regarding their study procedure. First, having participants engage in several naps of (potentially)
varying lengths within a short period of time, interspersed with periods of arousal, will result in
sleep fragmentation. This sleep fragmentation could have had a cascading impact on later naps
during the same experimental session, and could have potentially impacted participants’ regular
sleep schedule. It is also important to note that Orr et al. (1997) did not allow participants to nap
during the biologically optimal napping period (approximately 1 pm-5 pm; Lovato & Lack,
2010; Milner & Cote, 2009). Instead, the napping period took place during the later afternoon
and early evening (4 pm-8 pm). Having participants nap outside of the optimal napping period is
problematic, as humans typically do not obtain sleep during this phase of their circadian cycle
(Milner & Cote, 2009). Thus, the sleep architecture of a late afternoon/early evening nap likely
differs substantially from that of naps during the earlier afternoon. It is also noteworthy to add
that naps obtained in the late afternoon/early evening are problematic since they reduce sleep
pressure and interfere with nightly sleep, leading to recommendations to restrict naps to time
periods in the early- to mid-afternoon (Lovato & Lack, 2010; Milner & Cote, 2009)
Limitations and Future Directions
While our findings provide new and valuable information to the literature on meal timing
and sleep quality, it is important to consider the limitations of this study. Participant recruitment
and data collection took place between August 2021 and February 2022, i.e., during the COVID19 pandemic. As such, this study faced challenges in terms of participant recruitment due to local
and institutional health guidelines, as well as reluctance on part of potential participants to
expose themselves to the specific experimental conditions (e.g., enclosed space of the laboratory
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and sleep room; close physical contact required to place electrodes on the scalp and face; eating
in the laboratory). These hurdles to recruitment resulted in a relatively small sample size, which
limits the confidence in, and generalizability of the present results. In addition to the small size,
our sample also consisted of a highly specific demographic: most of the participants were young
adults, located in the Kingston area, many of whom were undergraduate or graduate students at
Queen’s University at the time of their participation. Therefore, the findings of this study may be
limited in their generalizability to a wider and more diverse population.
Another limitation of this study concerns the set of data collected and their statistical
analysis. For each analysis, there were violations of the assumptions of the statistical test
(normality, no outliers, heteroscedasticity). While winsorizing was used to reduce the impact of
outliers, and Greenhaus-Geisser corrections were used to correct for non-heteroscedasticity,
violations of normality still remained. It is possible that these violations are due to the small
sample size, and that a larger sample would eliminate some or all of the violations of the
rANOVA assumptions. Until such an analysis is possible, however, the results of this study must
be interpreted with caution.
To address the limitations discussed above, future studies should aim to replicate this
study with a larger, more diverse sample. For instance, it is well documented that sleep
architecture and circadian rhythms change across the lifespan (Newsom, 2022). Due to these
age-related changes, it is possible that our results would not replicate in a sample of middle-aged
or elderly persons. Thus, in order to obtain a more complete understanding of the relationship
between lunch timing, additional age groups should be examined.
Additional research should also focus on expanding upon the findings of the current
study. As previously mentioned, our study is one of the first to manipulate the time interval
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between meal consumption and nap onset, instead of the macronutrient composition of the meal.
While our findings confirm that the interval between the meal and a nap is an important factor
influencing sleep quality, future studies could manipulate not only the time interval, but also
additional factors that have been suggested to affect sleep quality. For example, studies that
concurrently manipulate both the timing and the size (e.g., calorie content) of a meal prior to
sleep would allow the assessment of possible interactions between these factors. It would be
interesting to examine whether our findings replicate under conditions where macronutrient
composition, calorie content, food weight, or food state (solid/liquid) were also manipulated.
Similarly, future comparisons should be made between different time intervals. In our study we
only examined the difference between 1- and 2- hour intervals and it is possible that optimal
meal timings fall outside the time window used for the present set of experiments.
Chapter 5: Conclusion
In summary, our study suggests that a longer time interval between eating and nap onset
results in better sleep quality. These findings support previous research which has found that
eating too close to sleep onset can often have negative outcomes for sleep quality; they also
extend on previous work by suggesting that this conclusion applies to daytime naps, in addition
to overnight sleep. Future research is needed to further identify factors, in addition to time, which
impact sleep/nap quality. In addition to contributing valuable information to the ongoing debate
surrounding whether eating before sleep onset has negative impacts on sleep, this information
could be used to update napping recommendations and general sleep hygiene principles. By
advancing our understanding of factors that can impact nap quality, it will be possible to identify
the best practices for afternoon napping, thus maximizing the well-documented beneficial effects
of sleep on human health and cognitive functioning.
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Appendix A
EEG of REM Sleep

Note: This figure shows the typical EEG activity during REM sleep. As demonstrated in the
figure, REM is characterized by low amplitude, and higher frequency waves.
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Appendix B
EEG of N1 Sleep

Note: This figure shows the typical EEG activity during NREM-1 sleep. As demonstrated in the
figure, NREM-1 is characterized by low amplitude, and mixed frequency waves.
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Appendix C
EEG of N2 Sleep

Note: This figure shows the typical EEG activity during NREM-2 sleep. As demonstrated in the
figure, NREM-2 is characterized by higher amplitude, and lower frequency waves than
NREM-1 sleep. Two EEG phenomena, called k-complexes (underlined in red) and sleep
spindles (underlined in blue) also commonly present in this stage.
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Appendix D
EEG of N3 Sleep

Note: This figure shows the typical EEG activity during NREM-3 sleep. As demonstrated in the
figure, NREM-3 is characterized by high amplitude, low frequency (in the 1-4 Hz range)
waves.
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Appendix E
Subjective Sleep Quality Scale

1. How do you feel right now? Please circle one of the options below.

2. Were you able to nap? (Circle one)

YES

NO

3. How would you describe the quality of your nap? (Circle one)
POOR
1

AVERAGE
2

3

EXCELLENT
4

4. How long do you think you were napping?

5

minutes

5. How long do you think it took you to fall asleep?

minutes

6. Did you wake during the nap?

YES

If you answered YES, how many times did you wake up during the nap? ______times.
7. How do you feel right now? Please circle one of the options below.
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Appendix F
Paired T-Test Values
Variable

P Value

TST

0.022*

SE

0.022*

SOL

0.510

Nap Quality

0.001**

Pre- and Post-Nap Sleepiness Difference Score

0.437

Percentage of N1

0.711

Percentage of N2

0.653

Percentage of N3

0.227

Percentage of REM

0.327

Note: This table presents the p-values for each variable, when the variable was compared
between the 1- and 2-hour conditions using a pairwise t-test. Values that are significant
at the 0.05 level are marked with ‘*’ and values that are significant at the 0.005 level are
marked with ‘**’.
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Appendix G
Letter of Information and Consent
LETTER OF INFORMATION / CONSENT

A Study of “The Effect of Meal Timing on Nap Quality”

Principal Investigator:

Jennifer Fudge
Department of Psychology
Queen’s University
Kingston, Ontario, Canada
E-mail: sleeplab@queensu.ca

Supervisor:
Dr. Hans Dringenberg
Department of Psychology
Queen’s University
Kingston, Ontario, Canada
613-533-6215
E-mail: dringenb@queensu.ca

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
You are invited to take part in a study directed by Ms. Jennifer Fudge and Dr. Hans Dringenberg.
Ms. Fudge or Dr. Hans Dringenberg will read through this consent form with you and answer any questions you
may have.

FUNDING:
Funding for this project is provided by NSERC.

DETAILS OF THE STUDY:
Study Aim
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The goal of this study is to assess and compare the impact of eating lunch 1 and 2 hours before a nap on the
quality of the nap.

Study Procedures
Your participation in this study will require three sessions in the laboratory: the first will last for about 30 minutes,
the second and third sessions will be about 3.5 hours each.
If you decide to participate, on the first day you will be asked to:
1. Review a document that outlines information about the study.
2. Take a tour of the Neuroplasticity lab.
For students not recruited through the Psychology participant research pool, in addition to the above tasks, you
will also be asked to:
3.
4.

Take a brief demographic questionnaire.
Complete a brief interview with a graduate student.

During the second and third visit*, you will be asked to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Engage in an activity you normally would do during your day for 2 hours (i.e., homework, reading, movie).
At some point during this 2-hour period, you will be provided with a lunch that you can eat in the lab.
*Note that the specified time point for the lunch will be different for the second and third visit.
Be set up with electrodes to record brain activity (EEG), eye movements (EOG), and muscle activity
(EMG).
Spend up to 1 hour in a secure, private Neuroplasticity Lab bedroom, where you will be asked to nap.
Answer a brief survey about the quality of your nap.

Are there any risks to doing this study?
There is a remote possibility that during your research activities you could come into contact with someone with
COVID-19. If this highly unlikely event were to occur, we are required by the Public Health Unit to retain on file
your email address or phone number to share with them for contact tracing purposes. There is also a chance that
mild irritation could occur from the adhesives used to attach the electrodes. For participants with mild to
moderate food allergies, there is the possibility that you could come into contact with allergens.

Are there any benefits to doing this study?
This study does not provide any direct benefits to its participants; however, it will provide further information
regarding how meal timing affects sleep quality.

Confidentiality
Confidentiality will be protected to the fullest extent possible.
All information gathered during the course of this study is confidential. You will be randomly assigned a subject ID
so that your name will not be associated with any of your data, and the sheet containing the names and participant
IDs will be password protected on a password protected computer. Data will be stored in a locked cabinet where
access is available to only Ms. Fudge, and members of the research team. Virtual data including EEG graphs will be
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kept in a password-protected document on a password-protected computer. The study will be conducted in a
private, locked laboratory. After 10 years following the completion of the study, the raw data will be destroyed.
In the event of publication, no information will be publicized that could lead to the identification of study
participants.
The Queen's General Research Ethics Board (GREB) may request access to study data to ensure that the
researcher(s) have or are meeting their ethical obligations in conducting this research.

Participation and Withdrawal
Participation is voluntary and you can decline to participate in the research or any aspect of the research at any
time without penalty/loss of benefits AND/OR impact on academic standing. If you do not want to answer some of
the questions you do not have to, but you can still be in the study. If you wish to have your data removed, you
must immediately speak to Ms. Fudge or Dr. Dringenberg at the time of the data collection, so that your data does
not get included, and can be destroyed. Due to the fact that the data are anonymized and do not contain any
identifying information, you will not be able to have your data removed at a later date.

Payment or Reimbursement
If you are a participant recruited from the Psychology Subjects Pool, you will be compensated for your time with
2.0 course credits towards your PSYC 100 or 200 class, as well as $60.
If you are a participant not recruited from the Psychology Subjects Pool, you will receive $80 as compensation for
your time.
All compensation will be provided at the end of the third lab visit, in the form of cash.

How do I find out what was learned in this study?)
This study will be completed by April 2022. The results of this study may be disseminated as a written thesis,
conference presentation, and scientific publication. For the purposes of such publications, only aggregate data and
will be presented. If you would like to receive a brief summary of the results, please contact the Sleep and
Neuroplasticity Lab at sleeplab@queensu.ca after April 2022. The summary of results will be sent to the email
address you use to contact the lab at that time. This email address will not be stored.

Questions about the Study
Any questions about study participation may be directed to Dr. Hans Dringenberg at dringenb@queensu.ca or 613533-6215. If you have any ethics concerns please contact the General Research Ethics Board (GREB) at 1-844-5352988 (Toll free in North America) or email chair.GREB@queensu.ca. Use 1-613-533-2988 if outside North America.
Please note that GREB communicates in English only.

CONSENT
You have not waived any legal rights by consenting to participate in this study.
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I have read and understood the information presented in the information letter about a study being conducted by
Dr. Hans Dringenberg and Ms. Jennifer Fudge of Queen’s University. I have had the purposes and procedures of
this study explained to me. I have been given sufficient time to consider the above information and to seek advice
if I chose to do so. I have had the opportunity to ask questions about my involvement in this study and to receive
additional details I requested. I understand that if I agree to participate in this study, I may withdraw from the
study at any time. I am voluntarily signing this form. I have been given a copy of this form. I agree to participate in
the study.
If at any time I have further questions, problems, or adverse events, I can contact:

Dr. Hans Dringenberg, Supervisor

at

613-533-6215

By signing this consent form, I am indicating that I have read the above statements, have had the
opportunity to have my questions answered, and freely agree to participate in this study.

_______________________

_________________

Signature of Participant

Date

_______________________

_________________

Signature of Research Team Member

Date
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Appendix H
Ethics Clearance

May 17, 2021
Miss Jennifer Fudge
Master’s Student
Department of Psychology
Queen’s University
Kingston, ON, K7L 3N6
Title: "GPSYC-1059-21 Impact of Lunch Timing on Nap Quality;" TRAQ # 6032579
Dear Miss Fudge:
The General Research Ethics Board (GREB), by means of a delegated board review, has cleared your proposal
entitled "GPSYC-1059-21 Impact of Lunch Timing on Nap Quality" for ethical compliance with the TriCouncil Guidelines (TCPS 2) and Queen's ethics policies. In accordance with the Tri-Council Guidelines (Article
6.14) and Standard Operating Procedures (405), your project has been cleared for one year.
You are reminded of your obligation to submit an annual renewal form prior to the annual renewal due
date (access this form at http://www.queensu.ca/traq/signon.html/; click on "Events;" under "Create New Event"
click on "General Research Ethics Board Annual Renewal/Closure Form for Cleared Studies"). Please note
that when your research project is completed, you need to submit an Annual Renewal/Closure Form in
Romeo/traq indicating that the project is 'completed' so that the file can be closed. This should be submitted at
the time of completion; there is no need to wait until the annual renewal due date.
You are reminded of your obligation to advise the GREB of any adverse event(s) that occur during this one-year
period (access this form at http://www.queensu.ca/traq/signon.html/; click on "Events;" under "Create New
Event" click on "General Research Ethics Board Adverse Event Form"). An adverse event includes, but is not
limited to, a complaint, a change or unexpected event that alters the level of risk for the researcher or participants
or situation that requires a substantial change in approach to a participant(s). You are also advised that all
adverse events must be reported to the GREB within 48 hours.
You are also reminded that all changes that might affect human participants must be cleared by the GREB. For
example, you must report changes to the level of risk, applicant characteristics, and implementation of new
procedures. To submit an amendment form, access the application by at http://www.queensu.ca/traq/signon.html;
click on "Events;" under "Create New Event" click on "General Research Ethics Board Request for
the Amendment of Approved Studies." Once submitted, these changes will automatically be sent to the Ethics
Coordinator, GREB, at University Research Services for further review and clearance by GREB or the Chair,
GREB.
On behalf of the General Research Ethics Board, I wish you continued success in your research.
Sincerely,
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Chair, General Research Ethics Board (GREB)
Professor Dean A. Tripp, PhD
Departments of Psychology, Anesthesiology & Urology Queen’s University
c:

Dr. Hans Dringenberg, Supervisor
Dr. Jill Jacobson, Chair, Unit REB
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